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The Polymer Clay Cookbookcelebrates favorite foods with 20 tiny, deliciously realistic food
charms to make from polymer clay and fashion into unique jewelry. Styled as a cookbook for the
beginning miniaturist "chef," the introductory chapters discuss the "basic ingredients" and
techniques used for polymer clay and jewelry-making. The remainder of the book offers 20
"recipes" grouped by category: fruits, breakfast, lunch and dinner, sweets and snacks, and
holiday foods. Each recipe has a list of "ingredients," step-by-step directions with photographs,
and suggested variations. Each piece is presented as a particular finished jewelry item, such as
a necklace, but readers are encouraged to adapt the piece into any type of jewelry they choose.
Each chapter also includes one of the authors' own cherished recipes for real food, including
Sunday Morning Cinnamon Rolls, Grandma's Pasta Sauce, Decadent Raspberry Chocolate
Cupcakes, and Mom's Holiday Sugar Cookies. Throughout, the authors--who are sisters--share
their enthusiasm for family, sisterhood, and the tradition and feelings surrounding our favorite
foods.

“Simply Pray is an excellent and much needed bridge for people who struggle with a way to pray
that is authentic to them and their sense of the Holy. Not only does Wikstrom help readers to
understand the four fundamental forms of prayer shared by all major religions, but he offers a
practical new form of prayer based on a modern use of prayer beads. A great many people
realize that they need a fresh, steady spiritual practice and an understanding that opens their
larger being to the Sacred amidst cultural pressures. This book goes a long way toward feeding
the hunger of such people with a nourishing spiritual feast. You will not be disappointed in the
practical yet deep wisdom drawn from the world’s faith traditions found throughout its pages.” —
Rev. Dr. Tilden Edwards, Founder and Senior Fellow, Shalem Institute for Spiritual
FormationAbout the AuthorErik Walker Wikstrom is the author of several books, including
Serving With Grace: Lay Leadership as a Spiritual Practice; Teacher, Guide, Companion:
Rediscovering Jesus in a Secular World; and Simply Pray: A Modern Spiritual Practice to
Deepen Your Life. He has served as minister for congregations in Yarmouth, Maine; Brewster,
Massachusetts; and Charlottesville, Virginia.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Why do people pray? What does it bring to spirituality? Is there a “someone” or
“something” that we encounter in our times of prayer, a “sacred something” that is yearning for
relationship with us? Is prayer, as Anthony Bloom says, the building of a relationship or sim-ply
an internal monologue with one’s own subconscious mind?The Buddha’s answer—“That is a
question which does not tend toward edification”—is only a partial answer. The reason it does
not “tend toward edification” is that it distracts our concentrated energy from the truly important
task before us. We want to know with whom we are engaging—or whether or not there is a“



whom”—before we will engage, yet to paraphrase Episcopal priest and author Martin Bell, “You
cannot engage the sacred and then commit; commitment is the one and only way of engaging
the sacred.” To use another example, you can’t find out what “wet” feels like unless you get into
the water. There’s simply no way to talk about it. There’s no explaining it. There’s no
understanding it, even. There is only getting wet.Similarly, you can’t talk about a meal to
someone and give them the taste of the food, or describe a symphony and expect them to
experience the hearing of it; you can’t explain what it feels like to run on the beach and hope that
their muscles will know the feeling, or recite a poem about a rose with the intention that the
hearer’s nose will smell it. You can talk, describe, explain, and recite, of course, and doing these
things will impart some measure of understanding. But in order for the other person to really
know what you’re talking about—deeply, fully—she or he will have to experience it directly. So it
is with the spiritual journey. No words can truly describe it; you must experience it for
yourself.This is not the approach most people associate with “religion. ”Instead, after having
been given a lot of concepts they are expect-ed to understand—or at least memorize—people
are often invited to fit their experiences into prefabricated cubby holes. This is what God is, they
are told, now go and find him. This is what a spiritual experience feels like, now go and have one.
For a lot of us this doesn’t work too well—at some point we get stuck in the concepts, unable to
see beyond them, and so we find nothing.Not all religions are like this, however. In his interview
with Bill Moyers, Joseph Campbell told the story of a Shinto priest who was attending an
interfaith religious conference. Someone asked him if he could explain the Shinto theology or
ideology. The priest thought for a moment and then replied, “We don’t have atheology; we don’t
have an ideology. We dance.”There are other traditions like this, of course, that do not put such
weight on the working of the mind, traditions that do not imply that we can think our way to a
spiritual life, but many of us do not come from such a tradition. So what can we do?If we start our
search with the idea, the ideology, the theory, or the theology, we may find ourselves unable to
find anything. As Theresa of Avila said, the biggest obstacle to finding God is our assumptions
about what we are looking for.The African American spiritual “Over My Head” offers a key that
can help us take advantage of the full freedom that is our spiritual birthright:Over my head, I hear
music in the air.Over my head, I hear music in the air.Over my head, I hear music in the air.There
must be a God somewhere.It’s because we hear the music—because we have had a first-hand,
unqualified, unfiltered experience of the sacred and the holy—that we can say with conviction,
“There must be a God somewhere.” The experience precedes the theology. Rather than trying to
fit the experience into a predefined concept, we can define the concepts only in light of what we
have learned in our lives. This may seem radical, yet it is the path that mystics and
contemplatives have been suggesting from time immemorial.If you long to connect with the
Sacred, if you desire to live a life that is more in touch with the Holy, stop listening for some-thing
and start simply listening. If you have given up on an anthropomorphic deity—the old white guy
with the long whitebeard, or any of his stand-ins—yet can’t figure out what to put in its place,
stop looking for something and start simply looking around you. Notice those places in your life



where you have felty yourself in the presence of the Holy, remember those experiences in which
you have heard your connectedness; seek in your own life—your own feelings, your own
moments—those places where you have encountered, or are encountering, the Sacred. In other
words, simply pray. Pray without any preconceived notion of what you’re doing or why. Simply do
it, and see what happens.Read more
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polymer clay as kids, and haven’t been able to put it down since. Combine our love of clay with a
healthy obsession with food, and naturally we pour our creativity into cooking up miniature
polymer clay food jewelry. We love thinking about our favorite foods and how to replicate them as
realistic miniatures. Most of all, we love sharing our passion for food, and watching people
dangle a cupcake around their neck—or waffles from their ears!Food isn’t just about the taste—
it’s about memories, emotions, and people. We all have favorite foods that evoke ties to special
times and places in our lives. Who can eat watermelon without remembering twilight summer
picnics? Or pretzels without thinking about long afternoons at the ballpark? We particularly love
gingerbread cookies, not only because of their delicious flavor, but because they bring us back
to childhood days spent carefully decorating each one to look like a member of our family. To
celebrate food is, we think, to celebrate life.We’ve designed this book as a “cookbook” for the
beginning miniature “chef,” and just like a regular cookbook, we begin with the basics. The main
“ingredient” of our food miniatures is polymer clay, an incredibly versatile and inexpensive
medium that is easy to find in craft stores. With a little imagination and ingenuity, you can sculpt
polymer clay to look like just about any food you can imagine. You’ll get a full primer on basic
sculpting techniques, and since creating wearable miniature food is a unique undertaking, you’ll
also learn basic jewelry-making techniques to transform the miniatures into finished jewelry.The
majority of the book is comprised of “recipes” for making tiny polymer clay foods, divided into
five chapters: Fresh Fruit, Morning Favorites, Savory Entrees, Sweet-Tooth Delights and Other
Treats, and Holiday Goodies. The recipes progress from easy to more complex, and each
chapter builds on previous concepts while gradually introducing new techniques. Each recipe
lists the “ingredients” needed, with actual size illustrations of the clay so you can quickly and
easily hold up a ball to the page to see how much you need. Many recipes also include
suggestions for alternative flavors or colors, so you can customize the tiny foods to reflect your
real favorites. We strongly encourage you to create pizza with the toppings you like and whip up
your favorite flavor cupcake! In keeping with the cookbook theme, each chapter also has a real
food recipe (yes, one you can actually eat) for a favorite dish we thought you might enjoy.We
hope you have a lot of fun creating and wearing these projects—and enjoying the memories they
bring. Bon appetit!1Clay Cookery BasicsOver time, we’ve picked up all kinds of tricks to working
with polymer clay, and each of us has developed her own way of working. Here, we describe
how we find it easiest to work, but don’t take our word as dogma; there are as many ways of
doing things as there are polymer clay artists. The more you practice and experiment with clay,
the more you’ll learn and develop your own techniques. Above all, feel free to play! One of the
best things about polymer clay is that if you don’t like what you’ve made, you can always squish
it down and begin again.Stocking the Pantry: What You’ll NeedPolymer clay is a fantastic, almost
endlessly variable artistic medium. The clay itself is inexpensive, and it’s easy to start working
with it since you’ll need only a few basic tools and supplies. Most of our favorite sculpting tools
are general household items. We’ve outlined all the tools and materials we use in this book
below. We also definitely encourage you to keep an eye out for other items you can use to create



interesting textures and shapes.Polymer ClayA great analogy for the structure of polymer clay is
sand at the beach. When dry, sand is millions of individual little particles. If you add water, the
consistency changes into something you can use to sculpt sand castles. If you add a lot of water,
that sand takes on an almost soupy texture, and you can use it for creating drip decorations on
your castle. If you had an oven big and hot enough, you could bake the castle. All the water
would burn off and the grains of sand would melt together into glass. If, instead, you let your
castle dry out, all that water would evaporate and the castle would crumble back into a million
grains of sand.Polymer clay works much the same way, only the tiny grains are a form of PVC
(think of those white pipes you see in the plumbing section of a hardware store, or the surface of
a raincoat), and the water is an oily substance called plasticizer. When you bake your polymer
clay pieces, the plasticizer burns off in the oven and the individual particles of PVC fuse together
to create a sturdy finished sculpture.There are numerous brands of polymer clay, but the three
most commonly available ones are Premo, Fimo, and Sculpey III. You should be able to find
polymer clay and tools at nearly any local craft store. There are also a couple of good websites
that have clay and tools for sale. See Resources for some of our suggestions.There are a lot of
brands of polymer clay, but we think Premo is the best.Premo is our favorite brand, since it has a
wonderful consistency straight from the package and a predictable color mixing, and is very
durable once baked. Although it is the most expensive brand you’ll find at your local craft store,
the difference in quality is worth the price (and it does frequently go on sale). We created all the
recipes in this book using Premo, with the occasional bit of Sculpey where noted.Sculpey III is
the least expensive of the brands, and has the most premixed colors. But it tends to be very soft
from the package, and can get downright mushy if you overwork it. Many of the colors are fine to
use in place of Premo. There are several colors you’ll want to avoid, however. The orange and
white tend to burn easily. The yellow has an oddly phosphorescent effect; you’re better off with
Premo cadmium yellow. You also do not want to buy Sculpey (no numbers) in the one-pound box
at the craft store. While the clay is the same basic medium, this is peachy-colored clay for doll-
making and has a slightly different consistency and finish.Fimo is the middle ground between
Premo and Sculpey III, and comes in two different formulations: classic and soft. As the names
suggest, Classic Fimo is very firm, while Fimo Soft is much more workable straight from the
package. The colors for both are comparable to Premo, although they do not mix in quite the
same way. Fimo also has a slightly lower baking temperature than the other two (see
Baking).Different brands of clay can be mixed together as well. Just be sure to mix them
thoroughly and bake your finished piece using whichever brand’s suggested temperature is
lowest.Polymer clay is also available as a thick liquid, which is great for creating flowing effects,
such as drizzly frosting. The majority of clay used in this book is the solid form, but we also use
liquid clay in two ways: as a surface effect, since it wonderfully mimics the texture of sauces and
frostings, and structurally, as a bonding agent or reinforcement for delicate pieces. In its uncured
state, liquid clay looks slightly foggy, but it cures to a surprisingly transparent finish. The thinner
the layer of liquid clay, the more transparent it will be once baked.WASHABLE RECIPEClay-Be-



Gone Sugar ScrubWe started making this scrub a few years ago, and now always have a jar of it
around. It’s great for getting clay off your hands and leaves your skin feeling soft and clean.⅛
cup (30 ml) salt¼ cup (60 ml) granulated sugar¼ cup (60 ml) liquid soap⅛ cup (30 ml) olive
oilClean jelly jarYIELD: JUST UNDER 1 CUP OF SCRUBAdd the salt and sugar to the jelly jar.
Stir to mix.Add the liquid soap and olive oil on top, then use a fork to thoroughly mix the salt/
sugar mixture into the soap/olive oil. It helps to scoop upward from the bottom to the top instead
of just stirring. The mixture will be thick and granular, and look pale and a bit frothy.TO USE:
Scoop a small amount of scrub (about as much as will fit on your index finger) and massage
across your hands while still dry. This should re-move most of the clay residue. Add a bit of
water, finish washing, and rinse. Dry your hands with a lint-free cloth. We use a clean old
pillowcase cut into hand-towel size pieces. Just avoid a flannel case as it will leave lots of lint on
your hands.Work SurfaceWe like to use a big 8 × 8-inch (20 × 20-cm) smooth white flooring tile
as our work surface. Tiles are easy to clean, inexpensive, don’t react with the clay, and can be
baked in the oven. You can find them at any home improvement store. We like the ones that are
pure white because it is easy to see any color residue or dirt on the tile, which makes it easy to
keep them clean.We can’t emphasize enough the importance of a clean work surface. Any little
surface dust or lint will stick to your clay, and you’ll end up with unwanted speckles in your
finished pieces. Or, if you roll white clay over a tile that has a bit of red residue, you’ll end up with
more of a pink color—not necessarily what you want for your miniature whipped cream! Make
sure you wipe down your working tile before and after you work with your clay to avoid getting
lots of clay residue or little linty fibers in your work.To clean your tile, splash a bit of rubbing
alcohol onto the surface. Rubbing alcohol dissolves the clay, so it is also useful for cleaning
paintbrushes used for liquid clay. Wipe your tile clean and dry with a lint-free cloth. We like to use
a piece of old pillowcase (not flannel). Paper towels also work, but a dedicated clay cloth is nice
since it wastes fewer paper towels!To clean your hands, we recommend using a sugar scrub.
The sugar and salt in the scrub act like a softer version of sand or pumice to scrub off clay
residue from your hands, especially when the clay is stuck down in the valleys of your fingerprint
ridges. Sugar and salt are also colorless and dissolve completely in water, so your hands will be
nice and clean, free of dyes and random particles when you’re working with the clay. We
recommend thoroughly washing your hands before you begin any project so they’re free of dust
and dirt. We also strongly recommend that you wash your hands after finishing a project,
especially before you eat.Sculpting ToolsYou don’t need fancy tools for sculpting with polymer
clay; your hands will be doing most of the work! You will, however, need help from some basic
household items to create certain effects and textures. Many of our favorite tools are everyday
items such as pins, toothpicks, razor blades, even blunt pencils. With a little creativity you can
almost always find something around the house to create the texture or shape you want! A
safety pin usually works just as well as a needle tool, for example. The tool we use for a given
project is often a reflection of our personal preferences. For example, Jessica prefers a needle
tool while Susan prefers a straight pin. Either works equally well, so experiment to find the tool



that works best for you. If you prefer the fancier version, you can find it at most craft stores or
online.There are three broad categories of tools that we use for sculpture: fine-point tools,
rounded-end tools, and cutting tools.Fine-point tools. We use three fine-point tools: a safety pin,
a needle tool, and a stippling tool. The fine points on the safety pin and the needle tool are
completely interchangeable. We use these tools for two basic purposes: we use the tip of the
tool to create tiny indentations in the surface of the clay, and we use the side to create straight
lines. The stippling tool is basically just a collection of stiff, fine wires in a handle. It creates lots of
tiny indentations simultaneously, so we use it as a time-saving tool for projects that require lots
of tiny indentations, such as the lemon rind or cupcake.We also use the needle tool in one other
way: the grip of the tool has a nice waffle pattern that is perfect for creating the texture on the
outside of an ice cream cone.You’ll need some fine-point tools to make the projects: a safety pin,
needle tool, and stippling tool (from top to bottom).Rounded-end tools. The three rounded-point
tools we use are the ball end of a straight pin, a toothpick, and a double-ball stylus. The double-
ball stylus is a very handy tool that has two different-sized metal balls, one on each end of a
central handle. Rounded-end tools are useful for creating large, smooth indentations in the clay,
such as the top of the apple or the hole in a bagel. They are also useful for smoothly shaping the
clay.The ball end of a straight pin, a toothpick, and a double-ball stylus (from top to bottom) are
the rounded-end tools you’ll need.Cutting tools. The three cutting tools used in this book are a
utility knife, a tissue blade, and a razor blade. These tools are all used for cleanly cutting or
slicing the clay. The utility knife is useful for cutting very small pieces, such as sprinkles or pieces
of salt for the pretzel. The razor blade and tissue blade are completely interchangeable. The only
difference between the two is that the tissue blade has a thinner and more flexible blade, so it
sometimes gives more precise cuts than a razor blade.We also use two small round
paintbrushes (size 4 is perfect): one for working with liquid clay, the other for dabbing on
powdered soft pastel. To keep them separate, we use a white nylon brush for the liquid clay and
a reddish taklon brush for the pastel. If you’d like to purchase only one paintbrush, keep it clean
by washing it in rubbing alcohol after use.The cutting tools you’ll need are a utility knife, a tissue
blade, and a razor blade (from top to bottom).Other MaterialsThere are a couple of color effects
that require some different materials to be mixed into the clay or applied to the surface.Spices.
We use two kinds of real spices, ground allspice and finely ground black pepper, to create
speckled effects in the clay. As an added bonus, while you’re working with spiced clay, it smells
delicious! Mixing in the spices takes a bit more conditioning than mixing two colors of clay, since
the spices are somewhat reluctant to bond with clay. Keep working the mixture, however, and the
spices will eventually become evenly distributed.Powdered mica. To create a sparkly,
pearlescent effect, mix in a small amount of powdered mica with your clay.Just a touch of
powered mica will make your charms sparkle.Soft pastels. To create a baked or toasted look on
pieces such as the bagel, waffle, burger bun, and pizza crust, we dab on an uneven layer of
powdered soft pastel. Soft pastels are the chalky ones that come in a rainbow of colors. The one
you’ll use most frequently is a raw sienna, which is the color that looks like a combination of red,



orange, and brown.Oil pastels. In some cases, we add color using oil pastels instead of brushing
on the soft pastel powder. Depending on the piece, you may draw the color directly onto the
surface of the clay, which creates a richer, deeper surface color than the pigment powder. We
also use some of the other colors for tinting the clay for sauces and frostings.Soft pastels are
great for creating that perfectly browned, fresh-from-the-oven look.Applying Powdered Soft
PastelsRub the pastel against a clean scrap piece of paper to produce a small pile of powdered
pigment.Gently dab your brush in the pile of powdered pastel to pick up a small amount of the
pigment.Apply the pastel to the surface of your miniature to make it look perfectly browned, as if
it is fresh from the oven.Working with Clay: Basic TechniquesWe’ll start with a review of basic
considerations of how to work with the clay for those who have never worked with polymer clay
before or those who need a quick refresher. This section will cover how to get the clay into a
workable sculpting condition, how to add color and a variety of color effects, and how to form the
basic shapes we’ll refer to throughout the book.Conditioning the ClayThe first step in working
with polymer clay is called conditioning. Conditioning is simply getting the clay to the right
working temperature and consistency for sculpting. As a general rule, the warmer the clay gets,
the softer it becomes. For sculpting fine detail (such as miniature foods), you want to make the
clay soft enough to work with but not so mushy that it can’t hold details. Ideally, the clay will be
about the texture of firm chewing gum.Everyone has his or her own style of conditioning.
Basically, you want to roll the clay into a ball, flatten it, fold it back over itself, and then roll it into a
ball again. Most fresh clay is nearly ready to sculpt straight from the package. Some clay takes a
bit longer to condition, particularly Fimo Classic or clay that has been sitting around in your craft
bin for a few years. Small amounts of clay are easy to condition in your palms. If, however, you
decide you’d like to work on a much larger scale (an entire package of clay at a time, for
example), you might consider investing in a pasta machine to do your kneading for you.To
determine whether your clay is ready to work with, flatten the ball into a pancake. The edges of
your pancake should be nice and smooth, not cracked. The center of your pancake should yield
to some pressure but not completely flatten when pressed or stick to your fingertips when you
pull them away. If the edges of your pancake split, continue conditioning your clay until it is a bit
warmer.If your clay is either too soft or very crumbly, see the troubleshooting section for
suggestions on how to remedy the problem.See how the edges are split (left)? This means your
clay needs to be conditioned more. When the edges are nice and smooth, the clay is ready to be
sculpted (right).Working with ColorPolymer clay, like paint, comes in a full spectrum of colors.
The colors we use most frequently are shown here. All are Premo except two (ivory and Granny
Smith), which are Sculpey. The top row represents the neutral colors (left to right): white, ivory,
translucent, ecru, raw sienna, and burnt umber. These neutral colors are the ones we use most
frequently; one or more are used in nearly every project. We use the neutral colors in their
straight-from-the-package state, and as bases for many other colors.The second row is the
warm colors (left to right): magenta, alizarin crimson, cadmium red, orange, cadmium yellow,
and zinc yellow. The alizarin crimson and cadmium red are particularly intense and tend to stain



your hands, so be vigilant about washing your hands between colors when you’re working with
either of them.The third row is the cool colors (left to right): black, purple, ultramarine, cobalt
blue, green, and Granny Smith. We use the blues the least frequently of all of the colors since
there is a surprising lack of blue foods (blueberry muffins notwithstanding!). You can create a
close approximation of the Granny Smith by mixing zinc yellow and green, if you prefer to make
your own. The green and purple clays are much easier to purchase premixed to ensure the
highest saturated color.There are also two kinds of special-effect clays. Pearl and metallic clays
have powdered mica mixed in, which makes them a bit sparkly. In terms of color-mixing, pearl
behaves almost identically to white, except that it gives a hint of subtle sparkle to the finished
mixture.Glow-in-the-dark clay looks similar to translucent clay in its unbaked form. Once baked,
the unmixed clay remains a cool off-white shade but will glow green if exposed to bright light and
then placed in the dark. You can mix a tiny amount of another color with glow-in-the-dark clay
and it will retain its glow effect. If you add too much of another color, the phosphorescence will
become diluted and the clay will lose its ability to glow.Here are all the polymer clay colors used
for the projects.Color MixingWe mix colors in two primary ways: thoroughly and marbled.
Thorough color mixing is exactly what it sounds like: kneading the clays together to create a
uniform color without any residual streaks, such as mixing a small ball of cadmium red with a
larger ball of cadmium yellow to create a uniform orange.In real life, many foods, such as lettuce
or caramel swirl ice cream, are not a uniform color. For these projects we’ll marble the clay.
Marbling simply means deliberately incomplete color mixing that preserves lots of streaks.The
yellow and the red balls of clay have been mixed thoroughly to create a uniform ball of
orange.Marbling Two Colors TogetherRoll the two balls of clay into snakes of equal length.Twist
the two snakes together.Wad the twisted snake into a ball. Roll the ball until it is smooth.Roll the
ball out into a snake again, twisting as you go. This process will create a wonderfully streaky
piece of clay.Lightening and DarkeningTraditionally, to lighten (tint) or darken (shade) a hue,
white, translucent, clear or black is added to a fully saturated color to reduce its intensity. Adding
white turns the clay a more pastel color. Adding translucent clay dilutes the color intensity. And
adding dark clay makes the color look increasingly dark and sooty. The images here show what
we mean.Since the projects in this book focus on food, you’ll find that we get more natural tints
and shades by mixing pure saturated colors with neutral tones or a little bit of brown.The more
white you add to red clay, the more pastel pink it becomes.As you add more translucent clay to
red clay, the intensity of the red becomes more and more diluted.This compares the effects of
adding black, white, and translucent to colored clay. Row two shows the fully saturated colors.
Row one has a tiny amount of black mixed in. Row three is mixed with translucent, and row four
is mixed with white.Creating New ColorsPolymer clay mixes much the same way as oil paint. A
detailed discussion of color theory is beyond the scope of this book, but you can easily find
color-mixing guidelines for pigments at your local library or online. Or, even better, experiment!
You’ll find you can get every imaginable hue from the grocery store, and beyond.Adding Color to
Liquid ClayLiquid clay is translucent straight from the bottle. Some projects call for colored liquid



clay, such as the frosting for a cinnamon roll. The fastest way to tint liquid clay is to mix in small
flakes of colored oil pastel. Oil pastels come in every imaginable color, and a little bit of oil pastel
goes a long way in tinting the liquid clay.Coloring Liquid ClayHere’s how to create a colored
liquid clay mixture:Shave a few flakes of the oil pastel onto your tile.Add several drops of liquid
clay, then stir the pastel and clay together with a clean toothpick. Break up the clumps of pastel
until you have a uniform-colored liquid clay.Sculpting TechniquesNow that you’ve assembled
your tools and ingredients, let’s get on to the fun part and start working with the clay! This
section will cover how to create basic shapes and textures, as well as baking, quenching, and
finishing the clay.Making ShapesThere are five basic shapes we use throughout the book: a
sphere, a pancake, a cylinder, a sheet, and a snake or log.Spheres are made by gently rolling
the clay between the palms of your hands. By applying even pressure and keeping your hands
an even distance apart, you can roll clay into a smooth sphere without any creases or
fingerprints. Every project begins with small spheres of clay, so this is an important skill to
learn.Pancakes are formed by first rolling the clay into a sphere and then pressing the sphere flat
between your fingertips or against your tile. If you are creating a very thin disk, flatten the sphere
into a disk in your hands instead of on your tile since the clay will become distorted when you try
to peel it off your work surface.Cylinders begin as spheres. Roll the sphere against your tile, then
set it up on one end. Press down gently to create a crisp cylinder shape. You can keep lightly
rolling and pressing down on the cylinder until you are happy with the shape.Three basic shapes
(left to right): sphere, pancake, and cylinderSheets are flattened, rectangular pieces of clay. The
easiest way to create a sheet is to flatten a sphere into a thick pancake, then pinch the edges of
the pancake into a square. Continue flattening and squaring off the pancake in your hands until
you have a uniformly thin sheet of clay.SheetSnakes or logs are basically long strings of clay that
can be used in a variety of ways. For the projects in this book, you’ll need to create both thick
and very thin snakes, all of which require the same process. To create a snake, begin to roll out a
sphere as if you were making a cylinder, but keep rolling until you reach the desired length or
width of the snake. Roll over all parts of the clay to get an even width throughout.Design by Jess
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Obsessed with Tiny Food Jewelry (and Why You Should Be, Too!)As sisters, we first discovered
polymer clay as kids, and haven’t been able to put it down since. Combine our love of clay with a
healthy obsession with food, and naturally we pour our creativity into cooking up miniature
polymer clay food jewelry. We love thinking about our favorite foods and how to replicate them as
realistic miniatures. Most of all, we love sharing our passion for food, and watching people
dangle a cupcake around their neck—or waffles from their ears!IntroductionWhy We’re
Obsessed with Tiny Food Jewelry (and Why You Should Be, Too!)As sisters, we first discovered
polymer clay as kids, and haven’t been able to put it down since. Combine our love of clay with a
healthy obsession with food, and naturally we pour our creativity into cooking up miniature
polymer clay food jewelry. We love thinking about our favorite foods and how to replicate them as
realistic miniatures. Most of all, we love sharing our passion for food, and watching people
dangle a cupcake around their neck—or waffles from their ears!IntroductionWhy We’re
Obsessed with Tiny Food Jewelry (and Why You Should Be, Too!)As sisters, we first discovered
polymer clay as kids, and haven’t been able to put it down since. Combine our love of clay with a
healthy obsession with food, and naturally we pour our creativity into cooking up miniature
polymer clay food jewelry. We love thinking about our favorite foods and how to replicate them as
realistic miniatures. Most of all, we love sharing our passion for food, and watching people
dangle a cupcake around their neck—or waffles from their ears!IntroductionWhy We’re
Obsessed with Tiny Food Jewelry (and Why You Should Be, Too!)Why We’re Obsessed with
Tiny Food Jewelry (and Why You Should Be, Too!)As sisters, we first discovered polymer clay as
kids, and haven’t been able to put it down since. Combine our love of clay with a healthy
obsession with food, and naturally we pour our creativity into cooking up miniature polymer clay
food jewelry. We love thinking about our favorite foods and how to replicate them as realistic
miniatures. Most of all, we love sharing our passion for food, and watching people dangle a
cupcake around their neck—or waffles from their ears!Food isn’t just about the taste—it’s about
memories, emotions, and people. We all have favorite foods that evoke ties to special times and
places in our lives. Who can eat watermelon without remembering twilight summer picnics? Or
pretzels without thinking about long afternoons at the ballpark? We particularly love gingerbread
cookies, not only because of their delicious flavor, but because they bring us back to childhood
days spent carefully decorating each one to look like a member of our family. To celebrate food
is, we think, to celebrate life.We’ve designed this book as a “cookbook” for the beginning
miniature “chef,” and just like a regular cookbook, we begin with the basics. The main
“ingredient” of our food miniatures is polymer clay, an incredibly versatile and inexpensive
medium that is easy to find in craft stores. With a little imagination and ingenuity, you can sculpt
polymer clay to look like just about any food you can imagine. You’ll get a full primer on basic
sculpting techniques, and since creating wearable miniature food is a unique undertaking, you’ll



also learn basic jewelry-making techniques to transform the miniatures into finished jewelry.The
majority of the book is comprised of “recipes” for making tiny polymer clay foods, divided into
five chapters: Fresh Fruit, Morning Favorites, Savory Entrees, Sweet-Tooth Delights and Other
Treats, and Holiday Goodies. The recipes progress from easy to more complex, and each
chapter builds on previous concepts while gradually introducing new techniques. Each recipe
lists the “ingredients” needed, with actual size illustrations of the clay so you can quickly and
easily hold up a ball to the page to see how much you need. Many recipes also include
suggestions for alternative flavors or colors, so you can customize the tiny foods to reflect your
real favorites. We strongly encourage you to create pizza with the toppings you like and whip up
your favorite flavor cupcake! In keeping with the cookbook theme, each chapter also has a real
food recipe (yes, one you can actually eat) for a favorite dish we thought you might enjoy.We
hope you have a lot of fun creating and wearing these projects—and enjoying the memories they
bring. Bon appetit!Food isn’t just about the taste—it’s about memories, emotions, and people.
We all have favorite foods that evoke ties to special times and places in our lives. Who can eat
watermelon without remembering twilight summer picnics? Or pretzels without thinking about
long afternoons at the ballpark? We particularly love gingerbread cookies, not only because of
their delicious flavor, but because they bring us back to childhood days spent carefully
decorating each one to look like a member of our family. To celebrate food is, we think, to
celebrate life.We’ve designed this book as a “cookbook” for the beginning miniature “chef,” and
just like a regular cookbook, we begin with the basics. The main “ingredient” of our food
miniatures is polymer clay, an incredibly versatile and inexpensive medium that is easy to find in
craft stores. With a little imagination and ingenuity, you can sculpt polymer clay to look like just
about any food you can imagine. You’ll get a full primer on basic sculpting techniques, and since
creating wearable miniature food is a unique undertaking, you’ll also learn basic jewelry-making
techniques to transform the miniatures into finished jewelry.The majority of the book is
comprised of “recipes” for making tiny polymer clay foods, divided into five chapters: Fresh Fruit,
Morning Favorites, Savory Entrees, Sweet-Tooth Delights and Other Treats, and Holiday
Goodies. The recipes progress from easy to more complex, and each chapter builds on previous
concepts while gradually introducing new techniques. Each recipe lists the “ingredients” needed,
with actual size illustrations of the clay so you can quickly and easily hold up a ball to the page to
see how much you need. Many recipes also include suggestions for alternative flavors or colors,
so you can customize the tiny foods to reflect your real favorites. We strongly encourage you to
create pizza with the toppings you like and whip up your favorite flavor cupcake! In keeping with
the cookbook theme, each chapter also has a real food recipe (yes, one you can actually eat) for
a favorite dish we thought you might enjoy.We hope you have a lot of fun creating and wearing
these projects—and enjoying the memories they bring. Bon appetit!Food isn’t just about the taste
—it’s about memories, emotions, and people. We all have favorite foods that evoke ties to
special times and places in our lives. Who can eat watermelon without remembering twilight
summer picnics? Or pretzels without thinking about long afternoons at the ballpark? We



particularly love gingerbread cookies, not only because of their delicious flavor, but because
they bring us back to childhood days spent carefully decorating each one to look like a member
of our family. To celebrate food is, we think, to celebrate life.We’ve designed this book as a
“cookbook” for the beginning miniature “chef,” and just like a regular cookbook, we begin with the
basics. The main “ingredient” of our food miniatures is polymer clay, an incredibly versatile and
inexpensive medium that is easy to find in craft stores. With a little imagination and ingenuity, you
can sculpt polymer clay to look like just about any food you can imagine. You’ll get a full primer
on basic sculpting techniques, and since creating wearable miniature food is a unique
undertaking, you’ll also learn basic jewelry-making techniques to transform the miniatures into
finished jewelry.The majority of the book is comprised of “recipes” for making tiny polymer clay
foods, divided into five chapters: Fresh Fruit, Morning Favorites, Savory Entrees, Sweet-Tooth
Delights and Other Treats, and Holiday Goodies. The recipes progress from easy to more
complex, and each chapter builds on previous concepts while gradually introducing new
techniques. Each recipe lists the “ingredients” needed, with actual size illustrations of the clay so
you can quickly and easily hold up a ball to the page to see how much you need. Many recipes
also include suggestions for alternative flavors or colors, so you can customize the tiny foods to
reflect your real favorites. We strongly encourage you to create pizza with the toppings you like
and whip up your favorite flavor cupcake! In keeping with the cookbook theme, each chapter
also has a real food recipe (yes, one you can actually eat) for a favorite dish we thought you
might enjoy.We hope you have a lot of fun creating and wearing these projects—and enjoying
the memories they bring. Bon appetit!Food isn’t just about the taste—it’s about memories,
emotions, and people. We all have favorite foods that evoke ties to special times and places in
our lives. Who can eat watermelon without remembering twilight summer picnics? Or pretzels
without thinking about long afternoons at the ballpark? We particularly love gingerbread cookies,
not only because of their delicious flavor, but because they bring us back to childhood days
spent carefully decorating each one to look like a member of our family. To celebrate food is, we
think, to celebrate life.We’ve designed this book as a “cookbook” for the beginning miniature
“chef,” and just like a regular cookbook, we begin with the basics. The main “ingredient” of our
food miniatures is polymer clay, an incredibly versatile and inexpensive medium that is easy to
find in craft stores. With a little imagination and ingenuity, you can sculpt polymer clay to look like
just about any food you can imagine. You’ll get a full primer on basic sculpting techniques, and
since creating wearable miniature food is a unique undertaking, you’ll also learn basic jewelry-
making techniques to transform the miniatures into finished jewelry.The majority of the book is
comprised of “recipes” for making tiny polymer clay foods, divided into five chapters: Fresh Fruit,
Morning Favorites, Savory Entrees, Sweet-Tooth Delights and Other Treats, and Holiday
Goodies. The recipes progress from easy to more complex, and each chapter builds on previous
concepts while gradually introducing new techniques. Each recipe lists the “ingredients” needed,
with actual size illustrations of the clay so you can quickly and easily hold up a ball to the page to
see how much you need. Many recipes also include suggestions for alternative flavors or colors,



so you can customize the tiny foods to reflect your real favorites. We strongly encourage you to
create pizza with the toppings you like and whip up your favorite flavor cupcake! In keeping with
the cookbook theme, each chapter also has a real food recipe (yes, one you can actually eat) for
a favorite dish we thought you might enjoy.We hope you have a lot of fun creating and wearing
these projects—and enjoying the memories they bring. Bon appetit!1Clay Cookery BasicsOver
time, we’ve picked up all kinds of tricks to working with polymer clay, and each of us has
developed her own way of working. Here, we describe how we find it easiest to work, but don’t
take our word as dogma; there are as many ways of doing things as there are polymer clay
artists. The more you practice and experiment with clay, the more you’ll learn and develop your
own techniques. Above all, feel free to play! One of the best things about polymer clay is that if
you don’t like what you’ve made, you can always squish it down and begin again.11Clay
Cookery BasicsOver time, we’ve picked up all kinds of tricks to working with polymer clay, and
each of us has developed her own way of working. Here, we describe how we find it easiest to
work, but don’t take our word as dogma; there are as many ways of doing things as there are
polymer clay artists. The more you practice and experiment with clay, the more you’ll learn and
develop your own techniques. Above all, feel free to play! One of the best things about polymer
clay is that if you don’t like what you’ve made, you can always squish it down and begin
again.Clay Cookery BasicsOver time, we’ve picked up all kinds of tricks to working with polymer
clay, and each of us has developed her own way of working. Here, we describe how we find it
easiest to work, but don’t take our word as dogma; there are as many ways of doing things as
there are polymer clay artists. The more you practice and experiment with clay, the more you’ll
learn and develop your own techniques. Above all, feel free to play! One of the best things about
polymer clay is that if you don’t like what you’ve made, you can always squish it down and begin
again.Stocking the Pantry: What You’ll NeedPolymer clay is a fantastic, almost endlessly
variable artistic medium. The clay itself is inexpensive, and it’s easy to start working with it since
you’ll need only a few basic tools and supplies. Most of our favorite sculpting tools are general
household items. We’ve outlined all the tools and materials we use in this book below. We also
definitely encourage you to keep an eye out for other items you can use to create interesting
textures and shapes.Polymer ClayA great analogy for the structure of polymer clay is sand at the
beach. When dry, sand is millions of individual little particles. If you add water, the consistency
changes into something you can use to sculpt sand castles. If you add a lot of water, that sand
takes on an almost soupy texture, and you can use it for creating drip decorations on your castle.
If you had an oven big and hot enough, you could bake the castle. All the water would burn off
and the grains of sand would melt together into glass. If, instead, you let your castle dry out, all
that water would evaporate and the castle would crumble back into a million grains of
sand.Polymer clay works much the same way, only the tiny grains are a form of PVC (think of
those white pipes you see in the plumbing section of a hardware store, or the surface of a
raincoat), and the water is an oily substance called plasticizer. When you bake your polymer clay
pieces, the plasticizer burns off in the oven and the individual particles of PVC fuse together to



create a sturdy finished sculpture.There are numerous brands of polymer clay, but the three
most commonly available ones are Premo, Fimo, and Sculpey III. You should be able to find
polymer clay and tools at nearly any local craft store. There are also a couple of good websites
that have clay and tools for sale. See Resources for some of our suggestions.There are a lot of
brands of polymer clay, but we think Premo is the best.Premo is our favorite brand, since it has a
wonderful consistency straight from the package and a predictable color mixing, and is very
durable once baked. Although it is the most expensive brand you’ll find at your local craft store,
the difference in quality is worth the price (and it does frequently go on sale). We created all the
recipes in this book using Premo, with the occasional bit of Sculpey where noted.Sculpey III is
the least expensive of the brands, and has the most premixed colors. But it tends to be very soft
from the package, and can get downright mushy if you overwork it. Many of the colors are fine to
use in place of Premo. There are several colors you’ll want to avoid, however. The orange and
white tend to burn easily. The yellow has an oddly phosphorescent effect; you’re better off with
Premo cadmium yellow. You also do not want to buy Sculpey (no numbers) in the one-pound box
at the craft store. While the clay is the same basic medium, this is peachy-colored clay for doll-
making and has a slightly different consistency and finish.Fimo is the middle ground between
Premo and Sculpey III, and comes in two different formulations: classic and soft. As the names
suggest, Classic Fimo is very firm, while Fimo Soft is much more workable straight from the
package. The colors for both are comparable to Premo, although they do not mix in quite the
same way. Fimo also has a slightly lower baking temperature than the other two (see
Baking).Different brands of clay can be mixed together as well. Just be sure to mix them
thoroughly and bake your finished piece using whichever brand’s suggested temperature is
lowest.Polymer clay is also available as a thick liquid, which is great for creating flowing effects,
such as drizzly frosting. The majority of clay used in this book is the solid form, but we also use
liquid clay in two ways: as a surface effect, since it wonderfully mimics the texture of sauces and
frostings, and structurally, as a bonding agent or reinforcement for delicate pieces. In its uncured
state, liquid clay looks slightly foggy, but it cures to a surprisingly transparent finish. The thinner
the layer of liquid clay, the more transparent it will be once baked.WASHABLE RECIPEClay-Be-
Gone Sugar ScrubWe started making this scrub a few years ago, and now always have a jar of it
around. It’s great for getting clay off your hands and leaves your skin feeling soft and clean.⅛
cup (30 ml) salt¼ cup (60 ml) granulated sugar¼ cup (60 ml) liquid soap⅛ cup (30 ml) olive
oilClean jelly jarYIELD: JUST UNDER 1 CUP OF SCRUBAdd the salt and sugar to the jelly jar.
Stir to mix.Add the liquid soap and olive oil on top, then use a fork to thoroughly mix the salt/
sugar mixture into the soap/olive oil. It helps to scoop upward from the bottom to the top instead
of just stirring. The mixture will be thick and granular, and look pale and a bit frothy.TO USE:
Scoop a small amount of scrub (about as much as will fit on your index finger) and massage
across your hands while still dry. This should re-move most of the clay residue. Add a bit of
water, finish washing, and rinse. Dry your hands with a lint-free cloth. We use a clean old
pillowcase cut into hand-towel size pieces. Just avoid a flannel case as it will leave lots of lint on



your hands.Work SurfaceWe like to use a big 8 × 8-inch (20 × 20-cm) smooth white flooring tile
as our work surface. Tiles are easy to clean, inexpensive, don’t react with the clay, and can be
baked in the oven. You can find them at any home improvement store. We like the ones that are
pure white because it is easy to see any color residue or dirt on the tile, which makes it easy to
keep them clean.We can’t emphasize enough the importance of a clean work surface. Any little
surface dust or lint will stick to your clay, and you’ll end up with unwanted speckles in your
finished pieces. Or, if you roll white clay over a tile that has a bit of red residue, you’ll end up with
more of a pink color—not necessarily what you want for your miniature whipped cream! Make
sure you wipe down your working tile before and after you work with your clay to avoid getting
lots of clay residue or little linty fibers in your work.To clean your tile, splash a bit of rubbing
alcohol onto the surface. Rubbing alcohol dissolves the clay, so it is also useful for cleaning
paintbrushes used for liquid clay. Wipe your tile clean and dry with a lint-free cloth. We like to use
a piece of old pillowcase (not flannel). Paper towels also work, but a dedicated clay cloth is nice
since it wastes fewer paper towels!To clean your hands, we recommend using a sugar scrub.
The sugar and salt in the scrub act like a softer version of sand or pumice to scrub off clay
residue from your hands, especially when the clay is stuck down in the valleys of your fingerprint
ridges. Sugar and salt are also colorless and dissolve completely in water, so your hands will be
nice and clean, free of dyes and random particles when you’re working with the clay. We
recommend thoroughly washing your hands before you begin any project so they’re free of dust
and dirt. We also strongly recommend that you wash your hands after finishing a project,
especially before you eat.Sculpting ToolsYou don’t need fancy tools for sculpting with polymer
clay; your hands will be doing most of the work! You will, however, need help from some basic
household items to create certain effects and textures. Many of our favorite tools are everyday
items such as pins, toothpicks, razor blades, even blunt pencils. With a little creativity you can
almost always find something around the house to create the texture or shape you want! A
safety pin usually works just as well as a needle tool, for example. The tool we use for a given
project is often a reflection of our personal preferences. For example, Jessica prefers a needle
tool while Susan prefers a straight pin. Either works equally well, so experiment to find the tool
that works best for you. If you prefer the fancier version, you can find it at most craft stores or
online.There are three broad categories of tools that we use for sculpture: fine-point tools,
rounded-end tools, and cutting tools.Fine-point tools. We use three fine-point tools: a safety pin,
a needle tool, and a stippling tool. The fine points on the safety pin and the needle tool are
completely interchangeable. We use these tools for two basic purposes: we use the tip of the
tool to create tiny indentations in the surface of the clay, and we use the side to create straight
lines. The stippling tool is basically just a collection of stiff, fine wires in a handle. It creates lots of
tiny indentations simultaneously, so we use it as a time-saving tool for projects that require lots
of tiny indentations, such as the lemon rind or cupcake.We also use the needle tool in one other
way: the grip of the tool has a nice waffle pattern that is perfect for creating the texture on the
outside of an ice cream cone.You’ll need some fine-point tools to make the projects: a safety pin,



needle tool, and stippling tool (from top to bottom).Rounded-end tools. The three rounded-point
tools we use are the ball end of a straight pin, a toothpick, and a double-ball stylus. The double-
ball stylus is a very handy tool that has two different-sized metal balls, one on each end of a
central handle. Rounded-end tools are useful for creating large, smooth indentations in the clay,
such as the top of the apple or the hole in a bagel. They are also useful for smoothly shaping the
clay.The ball end of a straight pin, a toothpick, and a double-ball stylus (from top to bottom) are
the rounded-end tools you’ll need.Cutting tools. The three cutting tools used in this book are a
utility knife, a tissue blade, and a razor blade. These tools are all used for cleanly cutting or
slicing the clay. The utility knife is useful for cutting very small pieces, such as sprinkles or pieces
of salt for the pretzel. The razor blade and tissue blade are completely interchangeable. The only
difference between the two is that the tissue blade has a thinner and more flexible blade, so it
sometimes gives more precise cuts than a razor blade.We also use two small round
paintbrushes (size 4 is perfect): one for working with liquid clay, the other for dabbing on
powdered soft pastel. To keep them separate, we use a white nylon brush for the liquid clay and
a reddish taklon brush for the pastel. If you’d like to purchase only one paintbrush, keep it clean
by washing it in rubbing alcohol after use.The cutting tools you’ll need are a utility knife, a tissue
blade, and a razor blade (from top to bottom).Other MaterialsThere are a couple of color effects
that require some different materials to be mixed into the clay or applied to the surface.Spices.
We use two kinds of real spices, ground allspice and finely ground black pepper, to create
speckled effects in the clay. As an added bonus, while you’re working with spiced clay, it smells
delicious! Mixing in the spices takes a bit more conditioning than mixing two colors of clay, since
the spices are somewhat reluctant to bond with clay. Keep working the mixture, however, and the
spices will eventually become evenly distributed.Powdered mica. To create a sparkly,
pearlescent effect, mix in a small amount of powdered mica with your clay.Just a touch of
powered mica will make your charms sparkle.Soft pastels. To create a baked or toasted look on
pieces such as the bagel, waffle, burger bun, and pizza crust, we dab on an uneven layer of
powdered soft pastel. Soft pastels are the chalky ones that come in a rainbow of colors. The one
you’ll use most frequently is a raw sienna, which is the color that looks like a combination of red,
orange, and brown.Oil pastels. In some cases, we add color using oil pastels instead of brushing
on the soft pastel powder. Depending on the piece, you may draw the color directly onto the
surface of the clay, which creates a richer, deeper surface color than the pigment powder. We
also use some of the other colors for tinting the clay for sauces and frostings.Soft pastels are
great for creating that perfectly browned, fresh-from-the-oven look.Applying Powdered Soft
PastelsRub the pastel against a clean scrap piece of paper to produce a small pile of powdered
pigment.Gently dab your brush in the pile of powdered pastel to pick up a small amount of the
pigment.Apply the pastel to the surface of your miniature to make it look perfectly browned, as if
it is fresh from the oven.Working with Clay: Basic TechniquesWe’ll start with a review of basic
considerations of how to work with the clay for those who have never worked with polymer clay
before or those who need a quick refresher. This section will cover how to get the clay into a



workable sculpting condition, how to add color and a variety of color effects, and how to form the
basic shapes we’ll refer to throughout the book.Conditioning the ClayThe first step in working
with polymer clay is called conditioning. Conditioning is simply getting the clay to the right
working temperature and consistency for sculpting. As a general rule, the warmer the clay gets,
the softer it becomes. For sculpting fine detail (such as miniature foods), you want to make the
clay soft enough to work with but not so mushy that it can’t hold details. Ideally, the clay will be
about the texture of firm chewing gum.Everyone has his or her own style of conditioning.
Basically, you want to roll the clay into a ball, flatten it, fold it back over itself, and then roll it into a
ball again. Most fresh clay is nearly ready to sculpt straight from the package. Some clay takes a
bit longer to condition, particularly Fimo Classic or clay that has been sitting around in your craft
bin for a few years. Small amounts of clay are easy to condition in your palms. If, however, you
decide you’d like to work on a much larger scale (an entire package of clay at a time, for
example), you might consider investing in a pasta machine to do your kneading for you.To
determine whether your clay is ready to work with, flatten the ball into a pancake. The edges of
your pancake should be nice and smooth, not cracked. The center of your pancake should yield
to some pressure but not completely flatten when pressed or stick to your fingertips when you
pull them away. If the edges of your pancake split, continue conditioning your clay until it is a bit
warmer.If your clay is either too soft or very crumbly, see the troubleshooting section for
suggestions on how to remedy the problem.See how the edges are split (left)? This means your
clay needs to be conditioned more. When the edges are nice and smooth, the clay is ready to be
sculpted (right).Working with ColorPolymer clay, like paint, comes in a full spectrum of colors.
The colors we use most frequently are shown here. All are Premo except two (ivory and Granny
Smith), which are Sculpey. The top row represents the neutral colors (left to right): white, ivory,
translucent, ecru, raw sienna, and burnt umber. These neutral colors are the ones we use most
frequently; one or more are used in nearly every project. We use the neutral colors in their
straight-from-the-package state, and as bases for many other colors.The second row is the
warm colors (left to right): magenta, alizarin crimson, cadmium red, orange, cadmium yellow,
and zinc yellow. The alizarin crimson and cadmium red are particularly intense and tend to stain
your hands, so be vigilant about washing your hands between colors when you’re working with
either of them.The third row is the cool colors (left to right): black, purple, ultramarine, cobalt
blue, green, and Granny Smith. We use the blues the least frequently of all of the colors since
there is a surprising lack of blue foods (blueberry muffins notwithstanding!). You can create a
close approximation of the Granny Smith by mixing zinc yellow and green, if you prefer to make
your own. The green and purple clays are much easier to purchase premixed to ensure the
highest saturated color.There are also two kinds of special-effect clays. Pearl and metallic clays
have powdered mica mixed in, which makes them a bit sparkly. In terms of color-mixing, pearl
behaves almost identically to white, except that it gives a hint of subtle sparkle to the finished
mixture.Glow-in-the-dark clay looks similar to translucent clay in its unbaked form. Once baked,
the unmixed clay remains a cool off-white shade but will glow green if exposed to bright light and



then placed in the dark. You can mix a tiny amount of another color with glow-in-the-dark clay
and it will retain its glow effect. If you add too much of another color, the phosphorescence will
become diluted and the clay will lose its ability to glow.Here are all the polymer clay colors used
for the projects.Color MixingWe mix colors in two primary ways: thoroughly and marbled.
Thorough color mixing is exactly what it sounds like: kneading the clays together to create a
uniform color without any residual streaks, such as mixing a small ball of cadmium red with a
larger ball of cadmium yellow to create a uniform orange.In real life, many foods, such as lettuce
or caramel swirl ice cream, are not a uniform color. For these projects we’ll marble the clay.
Marbling simply means deliberately incomplete color mixing that preserves lots of streaks.The
yellow and the red balls of clay have been mixed thoroughly to create a uniform ball of
orange.Marbling Two Colors TogetherRoll the two balls of clay into snakes of equal length.Twist
the two snakes together.Wad the twisted snake into a ball. Roll the ball until it is smooth.Roll the
ball out into a snake again, twisting as you go. This process will create a wonderfully streaky
piece of clay.Lightening and DarkeningTraditionally, to lighten (tint) or darken (shade) a hue,
white, translucent, clear or black is added to a fully saturated color to reduce its intensity. Adding
white turns the clay a more pastel color. Adding translucent clay dilutes the color intensity. And
adding dark clay makes the color look increasingly dark and sooty. The images here show what
we mean.Since the projects in this book focus on food, you’ll find that we get more natural tints
and shades by mixing pure saturated colors with neutral tones or a little bit of brown.The more
white you add to red clay, the more pastel pink it becomes.As you add more translucent clay to
red clay, the intensity of the red becomes more and more diluted.This compares the effects of
adding black, white, and translucent to colored clay. Row two shows the fully saturated colors.
Row one has a tiny amount of black mixed in. Row three is mixed with translucent, and row four
is mixed with white.Creating New ColorsPolymer clay mixes much the same way as oil paint. A
detailed discussion of color theory is beyond the scope of this book, but you can easily find
color-mixing guidelines for pigments at your local library or online. Or, even better, experiment!
You’ll find you can get every imaginable hue from the grocery store, and beyond.Adding Color to
Liquid ClayLiquid clay is translucent straight from the bottle. Some projects call for colored liquid
clay, such as the frosting for a cinnamon roll. The fastest way to tint liquid clay is to mix in small
flakes of colored oil pastel. Oil pastels come in every imaginable color, and a little bit of oil pastel
goes a long way in tinting the liquid clay.Coloring Liquid ClayHere’s how to create a colored
liquid clay mixture:Shave a few flakes of the oil pastel onto your tile.Add several drops of liquid
clay, then stir the pastel and clay together with a clean toothpick. Break up the clumps of pastel
until you have a uniform-colored liquid clay.Sculpting TechniquesNow that you’ve assembled
your tools and ingredients, let’s get on to the fun part and start working with the clay! This
section will cover how to create basic shapes and textures, as well as baking, quenching, and
finishing the clay.Making ShapesThere are five basic shapes we use throughout the book: a
sphere, a pancake, a cylinder, a sheet, and a snake or log.Spheres are made by gently rolling
the clay between the palms of your hands. By applying even pressure and keeping your hands



an even distance apart, you can roll clay into a smooth sphere without any creases or
fingerprints. Every project begins with small spheres of clay, so this is an important skill to
learn.Pancakes are formed by first rolling the clay into a sphere and then pressing the sphere flat
between your fingertips or against your tile. If you are creating a very thin disk, flatten the sphere
into a disk in your hands instead of on your tile since the clay will become distorted when you try
to peel it off your work surface.Cylinders begin as spheres. Roll the sphere against your tile, then
set it up on one end. Press down gently to create a crisp cylinder shape. You can keep lightly
rolling and pressing down on the cylinder until you are happy with the shape.Three basic shapes
(left to right): sphere, pancake, and cylinderSheets are flattened, rectangular pieces of clay. The
easiest way to create a sheet is to flatten a sphere into a thick pancake, then pinch the edges of
the pancake into a square. Continue flattening and squaring off the pancake in your hands until
you have a uniformly thin sheet of clay.SheetSnakes or logs are basically long strings of clay that
can be used in a variety of ways. For the projects in this book, you’ll need to create both thick
and very thin snakes, all of which require the same process. To create a snake, begin to roll out a
sphere as if you were making a cylinder, but keep rolling until you reach the desired length or
width of the snake. Roll over all parts of the clay to get an even width throughout.Stocking the
Pantry: What You’ll NeedPolymer clay is a fantastic, almost endlessly variable artistic medium.
The clay itself is inexpensive, and it’s easy to start working with it since you’ll need only a few
basic tools and supplies. Most of our favorite sculpting tools are general household items. We’ve
outlined all the tools and materials we use in this book below. We also definitely encourage you
to keep an eye out for other items you can use to create interesting textures and shapes.Polymer
ClayA great analogy for the structure of polymer clay is sand at the beach. When dry, sand is
millions of individual little particles. If you add water, the consistency changes into something
you can use to sculpt sand castles. If you add a lot of water, that sand takes on an almost soupy
texture, and you can use it for creating drip decorations on your castle. If you had an oven big
and hot enough, you could bake the castle. All the water would burn off and the grains of sand
would melt together into glass. If, instead, you let your castle dry out, all that water would
evaporate and the castle would crumble back into a million grains of sand.Polymer clay works
much the same way, only the tiny grains are a form of PVC (think of those white pipes you see in
the plumbing section of a hardware store, or the surface of a raincoat), and the water is an oily
substance called plasticizer. When you bake your polymer clay pieces, the plasticizer burns off
in the oven and the individual particles of PVC fuse together to create a sturdy finished
sculpture.There are numerous brands of polymer clay, but the three most commonly available
ones are Premo, Fimo, and Sculpey III. You should be able to find polymer clay and tools at
nearly any local craft store. There are also a couple of good websites that have clay and tools for
sale. See Resources for some of our suggestions.There are a lot of brands of polymer clay, but
we think Premo is the best.Premo is our favorite brand, since it has a wonderful consistency
straight from the package and a predictable color mixing, and is very durable once baked.
Although it is the most expensive brand you’ll find at your local craft store, the difference in



quality is worth the price (and it does frequently go on sale). We created all the recipes in this
book using Premo, with the occasional bit of Sculpey where noted.Sculpey III is the least
expensive of the brands, and has the most premixed colors. But it tends to be very soft from the
package, and can get downright mushy if you overwork it. Many of the colors are fine to use in
place of Premo. There are several colors you’ll want to avoid, however. The orange and white
tend to burn easily. The yellow has an oddly phosphorescent effect; you’re better off with Premo
cadmium yellow. You also do not want to buy Sculpey (no numbers) in the one-pound box at the
craft store. While the clay is the same basic medium, this is peachy-colored clay for doll-making
and has a slightly different consistency and finish.Fimo is the middle ground between Premo
and Sculpey III, and comes in two different formulations: classic and soft. As the names suggest,
Classic Fimo is very firm, while Fimo Soft is much more workable straight from the package. The
colors for both are comparable to Premo, although they do not mix in quite the same way. Fimo
also has a slightly lower baking temperature than the other two (see Baking).Different brands of
clay can be mixed together as well. Just be sure to mix them thoroughly and bake your finished
piece using whichever brand’s suggested temperature is lowest.Polymer clay is also available as
a thick liquid, which is great for creating flowing effects, such as drizzly frosting. The majority of
clay used in this book is the solid form, but we also use liquid clay in two ways: as a surface
effect, since it wonderfully mimics the texture of sauces and frostings, and structurally, as a
bonding agent or reinforcement for delicate pieces. In its uncured state, liquid clay looks slightly
foggy, but it cures to a surprisingly transparent finish. The thinner the layer of liquid clay, the more
transparent it will be once baked.WASHABLE RECIPEClay-Be-Gone Sugar ScrubWe started
making this scrub a few years ago, and now always have a jar of it around. It’s great for getting
clay off your hands and leaves your skin feeling soft and clean.⅛ cup (30 ml) salt¼ cup (60 ml)
granulated sugar¼ cup (60 ml) liquid soap⅛ cup (30 ml) olive oilClean jelly jarYIELD: JUST
UNDER 1 CUP OF SCRUBAdd the salt and sugar to the jelly jar. Stir to mix.Add the liquid soap
and olive oil on top, then use a fork to thoroughly mix the salt/sugar mixture into the soap/olive
oil. It helps to scoop upward from the bottom to the top instead of just stirring. The mixture will be
thick and granular, and look pale and a bit frothy.TO USE: Scoop a small amount of scrub (about
as much as will fit on your index finger) and massage across your hands while still dry. This
should re-move most of the clay residue. Add a bit of water, finish washing, and rinse. Dry your
hands with a lint-free cloth. We use a clean old pillowcase cut into hand-towel size pieces. Just
avoid a flannel case as it will leave lots of lint on your hands.WASHABLE RECIPEClay-Be-Gone
Sugar ScrubWe started making this scrub a few years ago, and now always have a jar of it
around. It’s great for getting clay off your hands and leaves your skin feeling soft and clean.⅛
cup (30 ml) salt¼ cup (60 ml) granulated sugar¼ cup (60 ml) liquid soap⅛ cup (30 ml) olive
oilClean jelly jarYIELD: JUST UNDER 1 CUP OF SCRUBAdd the salt and sugar to the jelly jar.
Stir to mix.Add the liquid soap and olive oil on top, then use a fork to thoroughly mix the salt/
sugar mixture into the soap/olive oil. It helps to scoop upward from the bottom to the top instead
of just stirring. The mixture will be thick and granular, and look pale and a bit frothy.TO USE:



Scoop a small amount of scrub (about as much as will fit on your index finger) and massage
across your hands while still dry. This should re-move most of the clay residue. Add a bit of
water, finish washing, and rinse. Dry your hands with a lint-free cloth. We use a clean old
pillowcase cut into hand-towel size pieces. Just avoid a flannel case as it will leave lots of lint on
your hands.Work SurfaceWe like to use a big 8 × 8-inch (20 × 20-cm) smooth white flooring tile
as our work surface. Tiles are easy to clean, inexpensive, don’t react with the clay, and can be
baked in the oven. You can find them at any home improvement store. We like the ones that are
pure white because it is easy to see any color residue or dirt on the tile, which makes it easy to
keep them clean.We can’t emphasize enough the importance of a clean work surface. Any little
surface dust or lint will stick to your clay, and you’ll end up with unwanted speckles in your
finished pieces. Or, if you roll white clay over a tile that has a bit of red residue, you’ll end up with
more of a pink color—not necessarily what you want for your miniature whipped cream! Make
sure you wipe down your working tile before and after you work with your clay to avoid getting
lots of clay residue or little linty fibers in your work.To clean your tile, splash a bit of rubbing
alcohol onto the surface. Rubbing alcohol dissolves the clay, so it is also useful for cleaning
paintbrushes used for liquid clay. Wipe your tile clean and dry with a lint-free cloth. We like to use
a piece of old pillowcase (not flannel). Paper towels also work, but a dedicated clay cloth is nice
since it wastes fewer paper towels!To clean your hands, we recommend using a sugar scrub.
The sugar and salt in the scrub act like a softer version of sand or pumice to scrub off clay
residue from your hands, especially when the clay is stuck down in the valleys of your fingerprint
ridges. Sugar and salt are also colorless and dissolve completely in water, so your hands will be
nice and clean, free of dyes and random particles when you’re working with the clay. We
recommend thoroughly washing your hands before you begin any project so they’re free of dust
and dirt. We also strongly recommend that you wash your hands after finishing a project,
especially before you eat.Sculpting ToolsYou don’t need fancy tools for sculpting with polymer
clay; your hands will be doing most of the work! You will, however, need help from some basic
household items to create certain effects and textures. Many of our favorite tools are everyday
items such as pins, toothpicks, razor blades, even blunt pencils. With a little creativity you can
almost always find something around the house to create the texture or shape you want! A
safety pin usually works just as well as a needle tool, for example. The tool we use for a given
project is often a reflection of our personal preferences. For example, Jessica prefers a needle
tool while Susan prefers a straight pin. Either works equally well, so experiment to find the tool
that works best for you. If you prefer the fancier version, you can find it at most craft stores or
online.There are three broad categories of tools that we use for sculpture: fine-point tools,
rounded-end tools, and cutting tools.Fine-point tools. We use three fine-point tools: a safety pin,
a needle tool, and a stippling tool. The fine points on the safety pin and the needle tool are
completely interchangeable. We use these tools for two basic purposes: we use the tip of the
tool to create tiny indentations in the surface of the clay, and we use the side to create straight
lines. The stippling tool is basically just a collection of stiff, fine wires in a handle. It creates lots of



tiny indentations simultaneously, so we use it as a time-saving tool for projects that require lots
of tiny indentations, such as the lemon rind or cupcake.We also use the needle tool in one other
way: the grip of the tool has a nice waffle pattern that is perfect for creating the texture on the
outside of an ice cream cone.You’ll need some fine-point tools to make the projects: a safety pin,
needle tool, and stippling tool (from top to bottom).Rounded-end tools. The three rounded-point
tools we use are the ball end of a straight pin, a toothpick, and a double-ball stylus. The double-
ball stylus is a very handy tool that has two different-sized metal balls, one on each end of a
central handle. Rounded-end tools are useful for creating large, smooth indentations in the clay,
such as the top of the apple or the hole in a bagel. They are also useful for smoothly shaping the
clay.The ball end of a straight pin, a toothpick, and a double-ball stylus (from top to bottom) are
the rounded-end tools you’ll need.Cutting tools. The three cutting tools used in this book are a
utility knife, a tissue blade, and a razor blade. These tools are all used for cleanly cutting or
slicing the clay. The utility knife is useful for cutting very small pieces, such as sprinkles or pieces
of salt for the pretzel. The razor blade and tissue blade are completely interchangeable. The only
difference between the two is that the tissue blade has a thinner and more flexible blade, so it
sometimes gives more precise cuts than a razor blade.We also use two small round
paintbrushes (size 4 is perfect): one for working with liquid clay, the other for dabbing on
powdered soft pastel. To keep them separate, we use a white nylon brush for the liquid clay and
a reddish taklon brush for the pastel. If you’d like to purchase only one paintbrush, keep it clean
by washing it in rubbing alcohol after use.The cutting tools you’ll need are a utility knife, a tissue
blade, and a razor blade (from top to bottom).Other MaterialsThere are a couple of color effects
that require some different materials to be mixed into the clay or applied to the surface.Spices.
We use two kinds of real spices, ground allspice and finely ground black pepper, to create
speckled effects in the clay. As an added bonus, while you’re working with spiced clay, it smells
delicious! Mixing in the spices takes a bit more conditioning than mixing two colors of clay, since
the spices are somewhat reluctant to bond with clay. Keep working the mixture, however, and the
spices will eventually become evenly distributed.Powdered mica. To create a sparkly,
pearlescent effect, mix in a small amount of powdered mica with your clay.Just a touch of
powered mica will make your charms sparkle.Soft pastels. To create a baked or toasted look on
pieces such as the bagel, waffle, burger bun, and pizza crust, we dab on an uneven layer of
powdered soft pastel. Soft pastels are the chalky ones that come in a rainbow of colors. The one
you’ll use most frequently is a raw sienna, which is the color that looks like a combination of red,
orange, and brown.Oil pastels. In some cases, we add color using oil pastels instead of brushing
on the soft pastel powder. Depending on the piece, you may draw the color directly onto the
surface of the clay, which creates a richer, deeper surface color than the pigment powder. We
also use some of the other colors for tinting the clay for sauces and frostings.Soft pastels are
great for creating that perfectly browned, fresh-from-the-oven look.Applying Powdered Soft
PastelsRub the pastel against a clean scrap piece of paper to produce a small pile of powdered
pigment.Gently dab your brush in the pile of powdered pastel to pick up a small amount of the



pigment.Apply the pastel to the surface of your miniature to make it look perfectly browned, as if
it is fresh from the oven.Applying Powdered Soft PastelsRub the pastel against a clean scrap
piece of paper to produce a small pile of powdered pigment.Gently dab your brush in the pile of
powdered pastel to pick up a small amount of the pigment.Apply the pastel to the surface of your
miniature to make it look perfectly browned, as if it is fresh from the oven.Working with Clay:
Basic TechniquesWe’ll start with a review of basic considerations of how to work with the clay for
those who have never worked with polymer clay before or those who need a quick refresher.
This section will cover how to get the clay into a workable sculpting condition, how to add color
and a variety of color effects, and how to form the basic shapes we’ll refer to throughout the
book.Conditioning the ClayThe first step in working with polymer clay is called conditioning.
Conditioning is simply getting the clay to the right working temperature and consistency for
sculpting. As a general rule, the warmer the clay gets, the softer it becomes. For sculpting fine
detail (such as miniature foods), you want to make the clay soft enough to work with but not so
mushy that it can’t hold details. Ideally, the clay will be about the texture of firm chewing
gum.Everyone has his or her own style of conditioning. Basically, you want to roll the clay into a
ball, flatten it, fold it back over itself, and then roll it into a ball again. Most fresh clay is nearly
ready to sculpt straight from the package. Some clay takes a bit longer to condition, particularly
Fimo Classic or clay that has been sitting around in your craft bin for a few years. Small amounts
of clay are easy to condition in your palms. If, however, you decide you’d like to work on a much
larger scale (an entire package of clay at a time, for example), you might consider investing in a
pasta machine to do your kneading for you.To determine whether your clay is ready to work with,
flatten the ball into a pancake. The edges of your pancake should be nice and smooth, not
cracked. The center of your pancake should yield to some pressure but not completely flatten
when pressed or stick to your fingertips when you pull them away. If the edges of your pancake
split, continue conditioning your clay until it is a bit warmer.If your clay is either too soft or very
crumbly, see the troubleshooting section for suggestions on how to remedy the problem.See
how the edges are split (left)? This means your clay needs to be conditioned more. When the
edges are nice and smooth, the clay is ready to be sculpted (right).Working with ColorPolymer
clay, like paint, comes in a full spectrum of colors. The colors we use most frequently are shown
here. All are Premo except two (ivory and Granny Smith), which are Sculpey. The top row
represents the neutral colors (left to right): white, ivory, translucent, ecru, raw sienna, and burnt
umber. These neutral colors are the ones we use most frequently; one or more are used in
nearly every project. We use the neutral colors in their straight-from-the-package state, and as
bases for many other colors.The second row is the warm colors (left to right): magenta, alizarin
crimson, cadmium red, orange, cadmium yellow, and zinc yellow. The alizarin crimson and
cadmium red are particularly intense and tend to stain your hands, so be vigilant about washing
your hands between colors when you’re working with either of them.The third row is the cool
colors (left to right): black, purple, ultramarine, cobalt blue, green, and Granny Smith. We use the
blues the least frequently of all of the colors since there is a surprising lack of blue foods



(blueberry muffins notwithstanding!). You can create a close approximation of the Granny Smith
by mixing zinc yellow and green, if you prefer to make your own. The green and purple clays are
much easier to purchase premixed to ensure the highest saturated color.There are also two
kinds of special-effect clays. Pearl and metallic clays have powdered mica mixed in, which
makes them a bit sparkly. In terms of color-mixing, pearl behaves almost identically to white,
except that it gives a hint of subtle sparkle to the finished mixture.Glow-in-the-dark clay looks
similar to translucent clay in its unbaked form. Once baked, the unmixed clay remains a cool off-
white shade but will glow green if exposed to bright light and then placed in the dark. You can
mix a tiny amount of another color with glow-in-the-dark clay and it will retain its glow effect. If
you add too much of another color, the phosphorescence will become diluted and the clay will
lose its ability to glow.Here are all the polymer clay colors used for the projects.Color MixingWe
mix colors in two primary ways: thoroughly and marbled. Thorough color mixing is exactly what it
sounds like: kneading the clays together to create a uniform color without any residual streaks,
such as mixing a small ball of cadmium red with a larger ball of cadmium yellow to create a
uniform orange.In real life, many foods, such as lettuce or caramel swirl ice cream, are not a
uniform color. For these projects we’ll marble the clay. Marbling simply means deliberately
incomplete color mixing that preserves lots of streaks.The yellow and the red balls of clay have
been mixed thoroughly to create a uniform ball of orange.Marbling Two Colors TogetherRoll the
two balls of clay into snakes of equal length.Twist the two snakes together.Wad the twisted
snake into a ball. Roll the ball until it is smooth.Roll the ball out into a snake again, twisting as
you go. This process will create a wonderfully streaky piece of clay.Marbling Two Colors
TogetherRoll the two balls of clay into snakes of equal length.Twist the two snakes together.Wad
the twisted snake into a ball. Roll the ball until it is smooth.Roll the ball out into a snake again,
twisting as you go. This process will create a wonderfully streaky piece of clay.Lightening and
DarkeningTraditionally, to lighten (tint) or darken (shade) a hue, white, translucent, clear or black
is added to a fully saturated color to reduce its intensity. Adding white turns the clay a more
pastel color. Adding translucent clay dilutes the color intensity. And adding dark clay makes the
color look increasingly dark and sooty. The images here show what we mean.Since the projects
in this book focus on food, you’ll find that we get more natural tints and shades by mixing pure
saturated colors with neutral tones or a little bit of brown.The more white you add to red clay, the
more pastel pink it becomes.As you add more translucent clay to red clay, the intensity of the red
becomes more and more diluted.This compares the effects of adding black, white, and
translucent to colored clay. Row two shows the fully saturated colors. Row one has a tiny amount
of black mixed in. Row three is mixed with translucent, and row four is mixed with white.Creating
New ColorsPolymer clay mixes much the same way as oil paint. A detailed discussion of color
theory is beyond the scope of this book, but you can easily find color-mixing guidelines for
pigments at your local library or online. Or, even better, experiment! You’ll find you can get every
imaginable hue from the grocery store, and beyond.Adding Color to Liquid ClayLiquid clay is
translucent straight from the bottle. Some projects call for colored liquid clay, such as the frosting



for a cinnamon roll. The fastest way to tint liquid clay is to mix in small flakes of colored oil pastel.
Oil pastels come in every imaginable color, and a little bit of oil pastel goes a long way in tinting
the liquid clay.Coloring Liquid ClayHere’s how to create a colored liquid clay mixture:Shave a few
flakes of the oil pastel onto your tile.Add several drops of liquid clay, then stir the pastel and clay
together with a clean toothpick. Break up the clumps of pastel until you have a uniform-colored
liquid clay.Coloring Liquid ClayHere’s how to create a colored liquid clay mixture:Shave a few
flakes of the oil pastel onto your tile.Add several drops of liquid clay, then stir the pastel and clay
together with a clean toothpick. Break up the clumps of pastel until you have a uniform-colored
liquid clay.Sculpting TechniquesNow that you’ve assembled your tools and ingredients, let’s get
on to the fun part and start working with the clay! This section will cover how to create basic
shapes and textures, as well as baking, quenching, and finishing the clay.Making ShapesThere
are five basic shapes we use throughout the book: a sphere, a pancake, a cylinder, a sheet, and
a snake or log.Spheres are made by gently rolling the clay between the palms of your hands. By
applying even pressure and keeping your hands an even distance apart, you can roll clay into a
smooth sphere without any creases or fingerprints. Every project begins with small spheres of
clay, so this is an important skill to learn.Pancakes are formed by first rolling the clay into a
sphere and then pressing the sphere flat between your fingertips or against your tile. If you are
creating a very thin disk, flatten the sphere into a disk in your hands instead of on your tile since
the clay will become distorted when you try to peel it off your work surface.Cylinders begin as
spheres. Roll the sphere against your tile, then set it up on one end. Press down gently to create
a crisp cylinder shape. You can keep lightly rolling and pressing down on the cylinder until you
are happy with the shape.Three basic shapes (left to right): sphere, pancake, and
cylinderSheets are flattened, rectangular pieces of clay. The easiest way to create a sheet is to
flatten a sphere into a thick pancake, then pinch the edges of the pancake into a square.
Continue flattening and squaring off the pancake in your hands until you have a uniformly thin
sheet of clay.SheetSnakes or logs are basically long strings of clay that can be used in a variety
of ways. For the projects in this book, you’ll need to create both thick and very thin snakes, all of
which require the same process. To create a snake, begin to roll out a sphere as if you were
making a cylinder, but keep rolling until you reach the desired length or width of the snake. Roll
over all parts of the clay to get an even width throughout.
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Susan Greenberg, “Not only for Jewelry but for Miniature Stuff also. I used this book to make my
first pie for my miniature bakery. The method was simple for the pumpkin pie. Almost everything
in the book can be used to make the miniature food for miniature uses as well as charms on
jewelry.”

Charlain Hemmings, “Super Book. My little grand-daughter has been "squishing" and
"mooshing" my clay for quite some time now so I ordered this book thinking it might take her to
the next level of being able to make something pretty and useful that she could be proud of.I own
many polymer books but this one is a pure delight! The first chapters explain various clays,
tools, coloring and basic techniques in a way that's informative without a lot of gobbly-gook.
Then it's "on to the cooking!" My grand-daughter is only a "beginner reader" but she was able to
understand most of the instructions with minimal help because they are detailed and easy to
follow with each step phtographed as clear as I've ever seen! (Koodo's to the photographer!) At
the end of the day we were both thrilled with the charm bracelet she had made "all by herself"
and... well,it was one of those days that memories are made of!PLUS, as soon as she was out
the door I was popping out bracelets of my own for family and friends and having a grand time of
it.Experianced clayers or "newbys" will enjoy this book”

Alyssa, “Ploymer Clay Cookbook Review!. I really loved this book! When I bought it I was so
excited! I was a complete beginner and the pictures are great! They show you everything step by
step! And everything is just SO cute! I'm practicing every day and, as soon as I master it, I am
planning to sell them on the web! I also LOVE how the book has a life size ball of clay (printed
oon the page)that you need for each project (in each color needed). GREAT for beginners or
people who want to improve and learn more!! The only thing I didnt like was the part of the book
that explains how to attatch hardware(headpins,eyepins,wire,etc). And that was because I have
watched MANY tutorials on YouTube (another great source on how to make charms:)!!)and they
simply just get the wire, fold it over, stick it into the charm, and put crazy glue so it will stay there.
The headpins can be pretty pricey, so I prefer the wire method better. But other than that I ”

Karen, “Easy projects with good clay information. This is a great book for new polymer clay
addicts. It explains the tools and clay. Has lots of cute charms to make and recipes. I keep
getting the book from library and now I own one.  Great addition to my library.”

Elizabeth, “Great for beginners!. The beginning section of this book makes it very clear on how
to start out with working with Polymer Clay. The authors don't drag on, and many pictures (which
clears up details) are provided. If you buy this book as a beginner, I highly recommend not
skipping to the projects, and even reading the troubleshooting part. They also put in a "safety"
note about baking the clay, which I was glad to have.The projects seem simple, but have some



great tips if you're just starting out, like different ways to mix clay colors, and how to make each
project a charm. However, the projects don't show you how to make really detailed "food." It
would be simple to expand on what the book provides, but if you're already experienced with
polymer clay then you might not learn anything new.”

Bun Ho, “By Far BEST book on this subject.. I LOVE this little book!If you only get one book on
this subject THIS is the one to get.I have recently bought five different books on this same
subject - none of them was as nice as this one. It is is so simple to understand.The well written
instrucitons are clear and easy to follow - even if you have absolutely no background in this
medium (I am a total novice, and I understood!). There are beautifully done photos .Some of the
other books offer final products which are disappointing - they end up plooking like they were
made by grade school students.Every single one of these projects is really really cool -
something with a high resale potential.I highly recommend this book.”

K Storm, “A great beginner's book for making fun!. I love it. Admittedly it's more of a beginner's
book on how to sculpt, it's still enjoyable enough that it's fine. And a refresher is never a bad
thing.It carries techniques I hadn't thought of as well as giving the reader something quick and
fun to try with out feeling pressured about their abilities. Even if the best you could manage was
a lopsided ashtray for your granddad as a kid, this book gives you a great leg up to doing cute
and fun projects that will help you learn to do better and making things you won't feel the least bit
embarrassed about admitting you made them.”

Vicky Latorre, “I love it has almost each explanation illustrated.. This is a great book to read. I
gave it 5 star because I love it has almost each explanation illustrated with great pictures. The
pictures look so amazing that even if you get kind of discourage when reading the book thinking
is too hard to do, the pictures will get you there. The pictures inspires you too continue so you
can see the great results and great ideas comes to your mind while making your projects. It has
a lot of information about the materials to use and why using those. The artist also explaing in
detail how and what she uses to give different kind of textures to the clay. Great for everyone. I
love to work with my daughter who is 9 years old.”

Ms. W. M. Elie, “Loving this book. If you love using polymer clay you will love this book. The
directions are easy to follow. There are so many fun projects to do. This will get you started to
then go and create your own works and turn them into stunning fun pieces of jewellery.”

Chalky, “A Clay in the Baking. Not exactly what I was looking for but a lovely little book to
illustrate a particular area of interest and expertise. It helped provide me with information in my
own area of interest for which I am very thankful.”

Wayne Slade, “Great little book. Great instructions of how to make the polymer items and easy



to follow”

Ebook Library Reader, “great success. this is a great book bought lots of polymer clay for my
daughter at xmas and this went down well , shows in detail how to make somw cute charms”

M. Downs, “POLYMER CLAY COOKBOOK. This was bought for a gift I looked through the book
with the recipient and we both agreed there was some excellent projects to make and bake”

The book by Jessica Partain has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 250 people have provided feedback.
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